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7. Man of Letters
His name had formed part of my meagre equipment for
the expedition, since I knew him already as a writer of
distinction. Indeed, I sampled him one afternoon, as the
ship glided on its way towards his native country; and the
results were highly stimulating. For he appeared to deal
extensively in that impressive eloquence which is the glory
of some kinds of Continental literature. His prose was, if
I may term it so without disrespect, highly aerated. Its
effect upon the reader was exhilarating, with a slight
sensation of internal expansion. (You recall the story of
the poor lady who read Victor Hugo for a week and suffered
from the delusion that she could not pass through doors of
ordinary size ?) Reading him was like standing on the fringe
of a large open-air demonstration and listening to the cheers.
The next phase was a trifle awkward. Once in his country,
I bravely exhibited my little fragments of local literary
erudition; but I was pained to notice that his name upon
my lips was invariably received with chilly silence. This
was disconcerting. Perhaps I had pronounced it wrong.
So I tried other versions; but though his name was different
each time, the silence was the same. Then I made discreet
enquiries, from which I ascertained that his political career
had certain features which had somehow dimmed his
popularity. That was odd, too, because they were just the
features which in England would have ensured him the
commanding status of a popular idol. I mean, the fact that
in a crowded life he had managed to belong to most parties
would have been quite a help to him at home. Take Mr.
Churchill. Has he not passed across the scene disseminating
loyalties and gathering a devoted public ? Or Mr. Ramsay
MacDonald. For who can doubt that Ms recollections,
when they appear in print, will find eager readers among the
parties he has left behind as well as in the stately homes of
England ? But foreigners are so logical; and that changeful
author's name uniformly failed to stir enthusiasm.

